Valentin Grachev

Visual EPR
Interactive programs for paramagnetic resonance
The package consists of several complementary programs devoted to help researchers to
treat experimental spectra of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, EPR, to simulate observed
spectra and their angular dependences, to obtain spectroscopic characteristics of
paramagnetic spices, and to prepare representative figures for publication.
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Make better, who can

Preface
The “Visual EPR” package consists of several complementary programs devoted to help
researchers and students to treat experimental spectra of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, EPR
or Electron Spin Resonance, ESR, to simulate observed spectra and their angular dependences, to
obtain spectroscopic characteristics, and to prepare representative figures for publication.
The programs were developed during many years in closed collaboration with experimenters in
the labs where main manpower is undergraduate and graduate students. Therefore, they have
simple and convenient interface, are flexible enough to solve most of everyday tasks, and do not
require additional programming. For instance, a change of point group symmetry, values of
electron and nuclear spins, number of equivalent centers or any parameters of spin-Hamiltonian
takes a few clicks only.
A balanced combination of exact numerical diagonalization of spin-Hamiltonian matrices and
perturbation theory allowed creating algorithms, which are fast enough to calculate spectra of the
Gd3+ or Mn2+ in a few minutes using conventional desktops and laptops. The programs have a lot
of unique useful findings inside, which help you to manage with many difficulties of spectra
treatment.
Since the first distribution of DOS versions in 1992, the programs have been successfully used in
dozen spectroscopic groups from different countries. Beginning 2005 programs for Windows
operational system (from Windows XP to Windows 7) are available.
At present, the “Visual EPR” package includes following programs designed to facilitate various
aspects of EPR spectra treatment:
Fields.exe – to calculate energy levels and resonance magnetic fields, simulate spectra,
and compare experimental and calculated angular dependencies,
Params.exe – to determine spin-Hamiltonian parameters by fitting experimental data,
View_spc.exe – to view and compare measured spectra, treat them (filtering, peakpicking…) and collect angular dependence of resonance line positions, intensities and
widths in a file,
FAIW.exe – to represent on one plot four-dimensional table of angular dependences of
resonance magnetic field, line intensities and widths (Fields-Angles-Intensities-Widths
dependencies), to compare observed and calculated dependencies, and to prepare the
picture for publication,
Cos_Eul.exe – to find principal values and directions of principal axes of general
Cartesian and irreducible tensors of second rank.

Visual EPR

These everyday programs can accelerate experimental data treatment, enhance trustworthiness of
obtained results, improve accuracy of determined characteristics, and increase efficiency of
conducted research in laboratories, which need in characterization of magnetic properties. Due to
visual representation of calculation results, they can also be used for educational purposes.
Acknowledgement. Findings and solutions of several generations of researchers have been used
for the program development. I have a very great respect to authors of numerous publications,
which made direct or indirect influence on the program features (a short list at the end of the
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Valentin Grachev (Valentyn Grachov)
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Definitions and notations
Coordinate systems
a, b, c

Crystallographic coordinate system

a, b, c*

Coordinate system for monoclinic crystals: c* is perpendicular to ab
plane

x, y, z

Local coordinate system related to one paramagnetic center. High
symmetry crystals may have several electrically identical, but
magnetically non-equivalent centers with different coordinate systems.
For instance, x, y, z and -x, y, z if a crystal has mirror plane bc.

1, 2, 3

Coordinate system related to principal axes of g-tensor (“magnetic”
axes system)

X, Y, Z

Laboratory coordinate system related to external magnetic field B

Vectors and Tensors
Apq; p, q = x, y, z

Cartesian components of second rank tensor of hyperfine interaction

Akq; k=0, 2; q=-k,…, k

Irreducible components of second rank tensor of hyperfine interaction

B, Bp; p = x, y, z

Cartesian vector of external magnetic field; mainly in SI units, mili
Tesla (or mT), sometimes in Gauss (or G) for a compatibility with
measured spectrum files

B1, B1p; p = x, y, z

Cartesian vector of microwave magnetic field

bkq, ckq;

Components of irreducible tensors described zero field splittings (ZFS)

k=2, 4, 6; q=-k,…, k
ekq, fkq;
k=2, 4, 6; q=-k,…, k

Components of irreducible tensors described Zeeman splittings of high
order (BS3 and BS5)

gpq

g-tensor. Sometimes, capital letter G is used in screen labels to
facilitate readability of subscripts: Geff is geff

ggpq

Symmetrical g·g or g2 tensor

gn

Nuclear g-factor

Visual EPR

I, Ip; p = x, y, z

Vector of nuclear spin

J, Jpq; p, q = x, y, z

Tensor of exchange interaction

Okq; q=0,…, k

Irreducible tensor operators

Ωkq; q=1,…, k

Irreducible tensor operators

Qpq; p, q = x, y, z

Cartesian components of second rank tensor of quadrupole interaction

Qkq; k=0,2; q=-k,…, k

Irreducible components of second rank tensor of quadrupole
interaction

S, Sp; p = x, y, z

Vector of electron spin

Tkq; q=-k,…, k

Irreducible tensor operators

Greek symbols
, , 

Alpha, Beta, Gamma - Euler angles for the description of magnetically
non-equivalent centers (English definition)

, , 

Xi, Eta, Zeta - Euler angles for the description of crystal misalignment
(German definition)

ν

Microwave frequency (MHz)

µB

Bohr magneton

µn

Nuclear magneton

, 

Theta, Phi – polar and azimuthal angles characterized direction of
external magnetic fields.

Other terms
ns1, ns2

numbers of states of the spin-Hamiltonian

Ms

projection of electron spin on quantization axis ( sip quantum number)
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Files and their extensions
Most files have the ASCII format. Their full description is placed in the Appendix.
.gem

Output file for View_spw.exe program with experimental angular dependence
(road map). It contains angles defined directions of external magnetic field with
respect to crystal axes, resonance magnetic fields, intensities and line widths for
every EPR line.

.gep

Input file for Fields.exe and Params.exe program. It contains all required
information about paramagnetic center symmetry, spin-Hamiltonian
characteristics, instrumentation parameters etc. The file can be created using the
spreadsheet in Fields.exe.

.gfm

Output file of Fields.exe program with full angular dependencies of resonance
magnetic fields in three perpendicular planes - 180o degrees dependencies for zx,
xy and yz planes. FAIW.exe program can be used in order to view and compare
its content by special graphical representation of resonance magnetic fields,
intensities, line widths of EPR lines and angles characterized directions of
external magnetic field.

.grm

Output file of Fields.exe program with angular dependencies of resonance
magnetic fields in three perpendicular planes - 90o degrees dependencies for zx,
xy and yz planes (road map). Input file for FAIW.exe.

.grt

Output file of Fields.exe program with angular dependencies of resonance
magnetic fields in one selected plane defined by input angles. Similar file with
experimental data can be created by View_spw.exe. Input file for FAIW.exe.

.jdx

Spectrum file in the format recommended by the Joint Committee on Atomic and
Molecular Physical Data Exchange (JCAMP-DX) for electron magnetic
resonance. Can be viewed and treated with the help of View_spw.exe.

.fls

Spectrum file often used in computerized EPR spectrometers. Can be viewed and
treated with the help of View_spw.exe.

.dsc, .dta

Bruker description and spectrum data files (BEST format). Input file for
View_spw.exe.

.par, .spc

Bruker parameters and spectrum data files (binary format). Input file for
View_spw.exe.

Definitions and notations
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Spin Hamiltonian
The following general spin-Hamiltonian is used in the Visual EPR programs:

H   B B g (i )S (i ) 
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Here
i, k = 1,…, 9 - electron spin numbers, j = 1,…, 99 - nucleus number;
µB – Bohr magneton, µn – nuclear magneton,
f2=1/3, f4=1/60, f6=1/1260;
B – vector of external magnetic field,
S, I – vectors of electron and nuclear spins,
g, gn – electron and nuclear g-tensors,
J, A, Q – tensors of exchange, hyperfine and quadrupole interactions;
Opq, Ωpq – irreducible tensor operators;
bpq, cpq – parameters of zero field splitting,
epq, fpq – parameters of high-order Zeeman splitting (BS3).

Quick start
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Fields
Synopsis
This tutorial is divided into four consecutive sections, designed to illustrate capabilities of Fields
program for users of different levels. We recommend that you follow all the steps (indicated by
the numbered boxes) in order to build up your understanding.
In the first section we calculate energy levels and simulate simple EPR spectrum using minimal
sets of required characteristics of a paramagnetic ion or defect (we shall call it a center) and
instrumentation parameters.
In the second section we expand the sets of characteristics in order to simulate spectra and their
angular dependences for real crystal. These include information about crystal structure, its space
group, possible electrically equivalent, but magnetically different centers, exchange and
hyperfine interactions, allowed and forbidden transitions.
In the third section we use interactive tools to compare simulated and experimental spectra and
to determine spectroscopic characteristics of observed paramagnetic defects.
In the final section we describe menu of the Fields.exe program.

Relations of Fields.exe to other programs of the Visual EPR package
View_spw.exe can be used to prepare experimental spectrum for comparison with calculated
one. The preparation includes filtering, baseline correction and conversion to proper format.
View_spw.exe must be used to prepare angular dependencies of experimental spectra for
comparison with calculated dependencies.
View_spw.exe can be used to prepare a high quality graph of comparison of experimental and
calculated spectra for publication.
FAIW. exe can be used for post-calculation viewing obtained angular dependencies, their
comparison and preparation of a high quality graph for publication.
Params.exe can be used for refinement of obtained spin-Hamiltonian parameters by fitting
experimental angular dependencies.
CosEul.exe can be used for a conversion of spin-Hamiltonian parameters from Cartesian to
irreducible tensor components, as well as for evaluation of principal values and principal axes of
second rank tensors.

Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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Section A. Calculation of energy levels and resonance magnetic fields
1. Quick start
The simplest way to begin calculations is following:
❶ Associate ‘.gep’ extension with ‘Fields.exe’. After that all ‘*.gep’ files will have
the icon shown at the left. Dozens of such files are present in the folders
‘EXAMPLES.DEM’,
‘EXAMPLES.TUT’,
‘TRANSITION_3d-IONS’,
RARE_EARTH_4f-IONS’, and ‘OTHER_DEFECTS’. They can be used as
templates.
❷ Double click on any available ‘*.gep’ file. For instance, ‘Cr3p_ax.gep’. After
program loading, characteristics of axial Cr3+ center and instrumentation parameters
appear in the ‘Parameters’ window, and program menu and speed buttons on its
toolbar become enabled.

Toolbar

Fig. A1
❸ Click on the Energy levels button on the toolbar (indicated by red arrow on Fig.
A1). In a new window (Step by step form, Fig. A2) you find: the horizontal toolbar
with several speed buttons, left panel with most important parameters for the
simulation, graphic panel, and status bar. The left panel has: the radio group
Parameter selector, which allows you to select the variable parameter, 21 input
strings for spin-Hamiltonian parameters, two input strings for polar angle  and
azimuthal angle  defined magnetic field orientation (Theta and Phi), input strings
for microwave frequency ν, line width and temperature T, three input strings defining
the range of the variation of the parameter (From, Step, To, yellow arrow on Fig.
Quick start
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A2), Undo button to restore data after change, and two selectors for spectrum Gain
(%) and spectrum position on the screen Spc shift (%). Before calculation all
parameters have some initial (default) values or values taken from input file.
❹ The Task selector (indicated by red arrow on the Fig. A2) has six items: Energy
levels, Differences, Intensities, Spectrum, S(selected param.), and S(random
param.). Initially, it sets up for calculation of Energy levels. Hit Run button to start
calculation. Obtained picture on the Graphic panel (Fig. A2) has: calculated
dependence of energy levels (skew lines) on external magnetic field, allowed
transitions between them (vertical lines) and simulated EPR spectrum (blue line).

Task
selector

Toolbar

SH parameters

Calculated
spectrum

Parameter
selector
Left
panel

Status bar

Graphic
panel

Comment string

Fig. A2

❺ The list of parameters used for the calculation is present on the left panel of the
screen (vertical toolbar). Any parameter has its notation and input/edit string. In this
example the energy levels and spectrum are calculated for isotropic g-factor
g00g00=1.97, the parameter of zero-field splitting b20b20=-3870×10-4 cm-1,
microwave frequency ν=9850 MHz and for direction of external magnetic field along
z-axis of the axial center ( = 0,  = 0). Gaussian line shape with line width
=100×10-4 cm-1 was used for the spectrum simulation at temperature T=300 K.
Some of these parameters are listed in the comment string below the picture:
νMW=9850 MHz, Theta=0, Phi=0.
All spin-Hamiltonian parameters (except of components of g-tensor) and line width
are specified in 10-4 cm-1. Polar  and azimuthal  angles (Theta and Phi) are
specified in degrees, microwave frequency ν - in MHz, and temperature T – in
Kelvin.
Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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❻ You can change any parameter on the left panel. For instance, in order to calculate
EPR spectrum at Bz you should input 90 degrees in the edit string for Theta angle
(indicated by green arrow on Fig. A3) and press Run.

Fig. A3
❼ If the item Differences is selected in the Task selector (red arrow) the Fig.A4
appears after hitting Run button.

Energy of
microwave
quantum
pane

Fig. A4
The picture represents calculated dependencies of differences of energies for all
energy levels on applied magnetic field. Resonance lines are located at values of

Quick start
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magnetic fields corresponding to crossing points of energy level differences and
horizontal line of microwave quantum energy.
❽ For the item Intensities in the Task selector the result screen looks as following
(Fig. A5)

Numbers
of energy
levels
quantum
pane

Shift
spc (%)
Fig. A5
Color lines represent dependencies of transition probabilities (or relative line
intensities) on applied magnetic field. The probabilities are calculated as squares of
matrix elements of interaction of electron spin(s) with microwave magnetic fields B1:

I M1M 2

M1 | B1gS | M 2

2

Energy levels are numbered from the lowest (1) to the highest one (2S+1). The
numbers of energy levels M1 and M2 are shown on the Fig. 5. It should be noted that
simulated EPR signal depends also on difference of slopes of energy levels. Two
transitions with the same probabilities have different line width if slopes of energy
levels are different: the smaller slope difference - the broader EPR signal.
In order to avoid overlapping calculated lines and spectrum you can shift the last
using Shift spc (%) (green arrow on the Fig. A5).
❾Hit Task selector/Spectrum and Run button in order to obtain EPR spectrum
graph adjusted to graphic pane (Fig. A6).
Changing Gain (%) (green arrow on Fig. A6) you can reveal tiny details of the
spectrum.

Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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Gain
(%)

Fig. A6
❿ Hitting Task selector/S(selected param.) and Run allows you to calculate
dependence of EPR spectrum on any selected parameter of spin-Hamiltonian (for
instance, g00 or b20), as well as polar angle  (Theta), azimuthal angle  (Phi),
microwave frequency ν, line width, and temperature T.

Fig. A7
Fig. A7 shows calculated angular dependence of EPR spectrum on polar angle
Theta (green arrow) from start angle  = 0o to final angle  = 90o with angular
step  = 5o (see yellow arrow).

Quick start
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⓫ Other dependencies of EPR spectrum on can be obtained in similar way
by corresponding choice of the Parameter selector (indicated by green arrow
on Figs. A8-A10).
Figures below show examples of calculated dependencies on spin-Hamiltonian
parameter b20 (Fig. A8), microwave frequency ν (Fig. A9), and line width (Fig.
A10).

Fig. A8

Fig. A9

Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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Fig. A10
⓬ In order to calculate real spectrum originated from all isotopes including
isotopes with hyperfine interactions the characteristics of hyperfine interaction for
reference isotope must be defined in the input file. If you switch the On/Off HFI
button on the tool bar (red arrow on Fig. A11) to the On position, and then hit
Run, the satellite lines of hyperfine structure (from 53Cr in our case) appears near
the EPR line of dominant isotope with I=0. Sometimes, they are barely resolved
against the background broad EPR line. Fig. A11 shows an example of the
spectrum with well resolved hyperfine structure (A00=250×10-4 cm-1, Gain=500).

Fig. A11

Quick start
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2. Toolbar and speed buttons
The Step by Step screen has several speed buttons to open dialogs, to change calculation options
or to provide some manipulations. Every button has a short hint explained its function. The hint
appears when you keep mouse over the button for more than 3 seconds.

Load experimental spectrum

Zoom selected area

Save calculated spectrum

Zoom along y-axis

Save graphic panel

Zoom along x-axis

Print graphic panel

Zoom out

Run calculation

Adjust
picture
size

Center number selector

xz mirror plane On/Off
xy mirror plane On/Off

Font dialog
Change line thickness
Grid On/Off

zy mirror plane On/Off

Copy page

Hyperfine interaction On/Off
Original/derivative line shape

Dialog for energy and field scales
Gaussian/Lorentzian line shape

Fig. A12. Speed buttons of the toolbar in Step by Step form.
Description of button functions
Load experimental spectrum – open a dialog to locate and load an experimental spectrum. If
Task Selector is set up to Spectrum position the spectrum is drawn on graphic panel as a
substrate. This allows comparing experimental and calculated spectra.
Save calculated spectrum – open a dialog to save calculated spectrum in a suitable destination
folder. Several binary and ASCII formats are supported.
Save graphic panel – open a dialog to save a high resolution picture of calculated energy levels,
spectrum or dependencies in a graphic format like png, jpg, tif etc.
Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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Print graphic panel – prints calculated picture.
Run calculation – starts calculation after change of the Task Selector or other options.
Center number selector – can be used to calculate EPR spectrum for the first, second or third
magnetically non-equivalent center or for all centers in crystals with space group symmetry,
which allows several electrically identical, but magnetically non-equivalent centers.
xz mirror plane On/Off, xy mirror plane On/Off, zy mirror plane On/Off – can be used if a
crystal has space group symmetry which allows several electrically identical, but magnetically
non-equivalent centers related one to other by reflection in xz, xy or zy mirror plane. Since
magnetic resonance is invariant to space inversion (reflection in three planes), only two of three
planes are allowed to be selected.
Hyperfine interaction On/Off (On/OFF HFI) – can be used in order to calculate real spectrum
originated from all isotopes including isotopes with hyperfine interactions. The characteristics of
hyperfine interaction for reference isotope must be defined in the input file as a perturbation.
Original/derivative line shape – changes common shape of all calculated resonance lines from
original absorption line to its derivative (or from derivative to original absorption) and
recalculates spectrum.
Gaussian/Lorentzian line shape - changes common shape of all calculated resonance lines from
Gaussian to Lorentzian or back and recalculates spectrum.
Dialog for energy and field scales – enters the following dialog

Fig. A13
Zoom selected area – starts a selection of the area, which you want to zoom. Move mouse to
Graphic panel and press down left button; this selects the origin of the area. Move mouse to any
point in the Graphic panel – a rectangle corresponding to selected area appears on the panel.
Spreadsheet for input data file
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Release the left button at desirable point – new scales for magnetic field (x-axis) and energies (yaxes) corresponding to the selected area are calculated and new graphic is build.
Zoom along x-axis, Zoom along y-axis – the same as Zoom selected area, however, restricted
to one dimension.
Zoom out – restore previous scales along x- and y-axes.
Adjust picture size – change the size of the picture. It can be used to prepare the picture on the
Graphic panel for saving, printing or copying. It allows you to fit the picture to the maximal
size of the panel or to build it with the ratio of sides 16:9, 4:3, 1:1, 3:4, and 9:16.
Font dialog – allows you to choose name, size and style of common font for all captions and
axes.
Change line thickness – can be used to prepare the picture on Graphic panel for saving,
printing or copying. It changes thickness of all graphic lines: axes, spectrum etc.
Grid On/Off – can be used for estimations of energies and resonance fields. When it is On the
10×10 grid appears on the picture on Graphic panel.
Copy page – copies the picture on Graphic panel to the clipboard.
The Step by Step form has also the following speed buttons
Up - increase selected parameter on the Step value up
to the maximal value in the input string To
Down - decrease selected parameter on the Step value
up to the minimal value in the input string From
Undo – restore initial value of the selected parameter
These buttons can be used for the fast study of a dependence of energy levels and spectrum on
any parameters on the Right panel.

3. Status bar
When mouse moves over the picture, its X and Y positions are indicated on the Status bar as
current values of magnetic field (in mT), effective g-factor (Geff), energy (in 1/cm) or relative
spectrum intensity (a.u.).
The status bar indicates also what parameter is selected in Parameter selector.

Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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4. Examples
Axial center of Yb3+ in LiNbO3
Ytterbium has five isotopes with I = 0: 168Yb (natural abundance 0.13%), 170Yb (3.04%), 172Yb
(21.83%), 174Yb (31.83%), and 176Yb (12.76%). It has also two stable isotopes with non-zero
magnetic moments: 171Yb (I = 1/2, natural abundance 14.28%) and 173Yb (I = 5/2, 16.13%).
Therefore, the axial center of Yb3+ (electron spin S = 1/2) creates 9 EPR lines: one intense line
caused by all non-magnetic isotopes (total natural abundance 69.59%), one hyperfine doublet
and one sextet (Fig. A14). Expected relative intensities for lines of all non-magnetic isotopes,
171
Yb, and 173Yb are 1:0.1:0.04.

Fig. A14

Naphthalene anion radical
The radical consists of one electron (S=1/2) which interacts with eight protons. Isotropic
hyperfine interaction with four protons (#1, 4, 5, 8) is
characterized by
a1A00(1)=0.495 mT =4.6×10-4 cm-1.
Four other protons (#2, 3, 6, 7) have
a2A00(2)=0.187 mT =1.65×10-4 cm-1.
Therefore, the EPR spectrum consists of 25 lines with
relative intensities 1:4:6:4:4:16:1:24:6:16:24:4:36:4:24:16:6:24:1:16:4:4:6:4:1 (Fig. A15).
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Fig. A15
Random distribution of spin-Hamiltonian parameter, S(Random Param.)
The choice of S(Random Param.) in the Task Selector allows to simulate spectrum broadening
due to random distribution of any parameter of spin-Hamiltonian. For instance, randomly
distributed intrinsic defects in congruent LiNbO3 crystals cause lowering of axial C3 symmetry
of Cr3+ centers (S=3/2) to the C1 symmetry, which can be described as an appearance of terms
with b2q, c2q (q0) in spin-Hamiltonian. The spectrum simulation with random distribution of b22
helps to understand observed asymmetry of EPR lines in congruent (Fig. A16, red line).

Fig. A16

Calculation of energy levels and resonance fields
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Section B: Spreadsheet for input data and road map simulation
Folders with Visual EPR examples have dozens of template files, which can be used for quick
start. However, variety of crystals and paramagnetic centers in the crystals is significantly
broader. The spreadsheet allows you to create input data for arbitrary center in arbitrary crystal
and to save them into .gep file. The spreadsheet contains sufficiently complete set of
characteristics in order to simulate spectra and their angular dependences for real crystal. It
contains six logical pages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Symmetry groups, centers and angles
Spin-Hamiltonian, electron part
Interactions for exact diagonalization
S-I interactions, perturbation part
Instrumental part (microwave, frequency, field range, temperature etc.)
Spectrum attributes

The speed buttons on the Toolbar of main window of Fields (Fig. B1) allows direct access to
every page of the spreadsheet.
Fig. B1

Page #:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Another way to open the spread sheet is Menu/Parameters (Fig. B2).

Fig. B2

1. Symmetry groups, centers and angles
This page includes general information about the project, information about crystal structure, its
space group, possible electrically equivalent, but magnetically different centers (Fig. B3).

Symmetry groups, centers and angles
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Fig. B3
Description of input characteristics (page 1)
The first several strings have no effect on calculations. However, their presence in the file is
recommended by recommended by the Joint Committee on Atomic and Molecular Physical
Data Exchange (JCAMP-DX) for electron magnetic resonance.
Title and comment for data base – this string appears as a caption for calculated angular
dependence or spectrum.
Origin – allows distinguishing experimental and calculated spectra in the JCAMP-DX format.
Owner – type here the name of your organization.
Studied substance – type here the name of your crystal or compound.
Composition – can be used to distinguish samples with non-stoichiometry or composition.
Defect – the name of paramagnetic spice, impurity, radical, electron or hole trap.
Concentration – can be used to create the spectrum dependence on the defect concentration.
Spreadsheet for input data file
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Crystal/ molecule point symmetry group (Crystal PSG) – allows to select one of 32 point
symmetry groups or to use indefinite symmetry. Since magnetic resonance is insensitive to
lattice translations, the 230 space symmetry groups belong to 32 point symmetry groups. If you
select definite Crystal PSG, for instance, 19: C3v = 3m, a list of all possible subgroups of the
Crystal PSG appears in the window below the selector. The list helps you to determine number
of possible centers in the crystal and their point symmetry group. In the example on Fig B3, there
can be six magnetically non-equivalent centers with the center PSG C1, three centers with PSG
Cs, two centers with PSG C3 on one with PSG C3v.
Center point symmetry group (Center PSG) – allows selecting one of 14 spin Hamiltonians.
Since magnetic field is axial vector, there are only 12 different spin-Hamiltonians for the 32
PSG. Two additional selector positions are reserved for Solutions (isotropic interactions) and
Demo mode.
Mirror planes. If magnetically non-equivalent centers appear due to a break of mirror symmetry
of the crystal, their characteristics are related one to others. You can input parameters for the first
reference center and to obtain contributions of other centers to total EPR spectrum using
symmetry rules. For instance, in the case of centers with PSG C3, the reference center can be
transformed in the second magnetically non-equivalent center by reflection in YZ mirror plane.
If you check the YZ box in the Mirror planes, both centers will be taken into account in
calculations.
Number of centers with different Euler angles. If magnetically non-equivalent centers appear
due to a break of rotational symmetry of the crystal, their characteristics are related one to others.
You can input parameters for the first reference center and to obtain contributions of other
centers to total EPR spectrum using proper choice of Euler angles. For instance, in the case of
centers with PSG C1, the reference center can be transformed in two other magnetically nonequivalent centers by rotation on 120o and 240o. Therefore, you should select the number of
centers equal to 3 and input corresponding Euler angles in the table below the selector:
Euler angles (deg)
Center No
Alpha
Beta
Gamma
1
0
0
0
2
120
0
0
3
240
0
0
The definition of Euler angles for this table is drawn on the central picture of Fig. B3. It
corresponds to Russian-English definition used in quantum mechanics.
If YZ box in the Mirror planes is checked, total number of non-equivalent centers with PSG C1
is 6, and for general direction of external magnetic field they will produce six EPR lines for
every allowed transition.

Symmetry groups, centers and angles
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Angles for magnetic field directions – define range of angles for calculation of angular
dependence: for values on the Fig. B3 the direction of magnetic field will change from start
angle =0o to final angle =90o at =0o. It means that the angular dependence for the magnetic
field rotation in ZX plane will be calculated.
Misalignment angles – allows to modify calculated spectra and their dependence in order to
adjust them to observed spectra and angular dependence. The misalignment is characterized by
three angles. However, since the Misalignment angles are usually small, another rotation
scheme is used: the scheme corresponds to German definition of Euler angles.
Irreducible [ ] or Cartesian [v] tensors – this check box as well as buttons at the bottom are
accessible from every page of the spread sheet. It allows to choose convenient representation of
g-, A-, and J-tensors.
Unit convertor – the button opens a calculator, which allows to convert parameters from any
energy units.

Fig. B4

Display SH – the button allows to see the spin-Hamiltonian used for the Fields program in a
separate window (the spin-Hamiltonian was presented in the Spin-Hamiltonian part of the
tutorial).

Spreadsheet for input data file
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2. Spin-Hamiltonian, electron part
The page (Fig. B5) should be used in order to input parameters of spin-Hamiltonian of the center
after its point symmetry group is selected on the Page 1. All parameters except g- tensor
components have the same units 10-4 cm-1.

Fig. B5. The spreadsheet page 2. Spin-Hamiltonian for electron spin(s).

Description of input characteristics (page 2)
Number of S-spins – number of electron spins in the considered center. For instance, isolated
ion Cr3+ has one spin S=3/2. A complex of two Cr3+ ions (exchange pair) has two spins S1=3/2
and S2=3/2. More complicated paramagnetic defects can have three or more spins. Up to 9 spins
can be used in this version of Fields (this restriction can be removed by demand).
S-spin(s) value(s). After the Number of S-spins is chosen, the corresponding selectors for spin
values appear on the panel. Every spin can take a value from ½ to 9/2 (maximal possible value
for known ions).

Spin-Hamiltonian, electron part
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SH1, SH2,… - After the S-spin(s) value(s) are chosen, the corresponding tables for spinHamiltonian parameters appear on the page. Only parameters, which allowed for selected center
point symmetry group and selected spin value(s) are listed in the table(s). If second or third
particle is a nucleus, its g-factor should be input as –gn/1836.15276, where gn is nuclear g-factor
for the reference isotope.
Include B*S*S*S terms – adds parameters at BS3 operators to the tables of allowed parameters.
The page 2 has also reminders about Center point symmetry group (it indicates the Center
PSG, which was selected on the page 1) and about units for zero field splitting, exchange and
hyperfine interactions (10-4 cm-1).

3. S-S interactions for exact diagonalization
If the only electron spin is defined on the page 2 this page 3 is empty. If two or more spins are
defined on the page 2, a list of possible spin-spin interactions appears on the page 3. For
instance, for two spins the page has one interaction between 1st and 2nd spins (Fig. B6).

Fig. B6

The page 3 has also the button Build interaction, which allows to call a dialog for an estimation
of parameters of the spin-spin interaction for two particles with g1=g2=2.0023 (fig. B7).
Spreadsheet for input data file
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Fig. B7. Dialog for the estimation of tensor components of spin-spin interaction.

4. S-I interactions, perturbation part
Initially this page has empty table and the only two visible elements: the button Add Element
for and selector Spin S1 (Fig. B8). A click on Add Element calls a dialog with the Periodic
Table of Elements (Fig. B9). Here you can select required Element, its Reference isotope and
what isotope(s) should be Used for calculation: all or selected isotope only (green arrow in Fig.
B9). You can estimate also parameter of hyperfine interaction of electron (g=2.0023) with the
nucleus of the reference isotope by hitting Build HFI (similar to Fig. B7). The selector Nuclear
spin in the Periodic table of elements (red arrow) helps you to find elements with definite
nuclear spin. When you close the dialog by hitting Ok, all attributes of the selected element and
isotope appears in the table (Fig. B8) together with some initial values of parameters for
hyperfine and quadrupole interactions. You can correct them to desirable values.
New button Delete also appears (Fig. B8). Using Add Element and Delete buttons you can
construct hyperfine interaction tensors for up to 99 nuclei.
S-S interactions for exact diagonalization
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Fig. B8

Fig. B9
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5. MW frequency, field range, threshold, temperature
The page 5 (Fig. B10) contains instrumentation parameters.

Fig. B10

Description of input characteristics (page 5)
Microwave frequency – frequency, which is used for resonance conditions: if difference of
energies for two levels at definite value of magnetic field is very close to the energy of the
microwave quantum, the corresponding field is resonance field. Common value is usually used
for calculation of all spectra and dependences. If three different frequencies were used for
measurement of angular dependences, you can select the radio button option proper for ZX,
XY, ZY. Then three input string appear in the box Microwave frequency, and calculated road
map angular dependence with different frequencies can be easily compared with experimental
one. The choice “taken from <*.gem> file strings” can be used if many different microwave
frequencies present in the file with experimental angular dependence. This option is reserved for
fitting angular dependences.

Microwave frequency, field range, threshold, temperature
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Microwave field orientation –probabilities of all transitions are calculated using

PM1 M 2

M1 | B1gS | M 2

2

.

In typical EPR experiments B1 is usually perpendicular to applied magnetic field B. However, B1
parallel to B is also used often for the study of system with even spins. Fields.exe allows you to
calculate resonance transitions for required orientation of B1: B1 perpendicular to magnetic field
B, B1 parallel to B, or both.
Transition probability threshold –resonance transitions are ignored if their probability PM1, M2
is below the installed threshold value. For spin S=½ and g=2.0023, the probability the single
resonance transition is P1/2, -1/2 =1. For S>½ and other g-values the transition probabilities can be
large than 1 or smaller than 1. The ratio of allowed transitions for ions with S=5/2 is close to
5:8:9:8:5. Transitions with relative probabilities less than 0.5 are called conventionally forbidden
ones. All transitions will be taken into account if the threshold value is equal to 0. Since
calculation of matrix elements for all possible transitions is time consuming process, non-zero
value of the threshold is recommended.
Start field. The Fields program imitates sweep of magnetic field from some start value to the
Final field value. For S>1/2 or more than two spins the energy levels bend at low magnetic field.
Since the bending or large sweep region decelerates calculation, it is recommended to choose the
Start field and Final field close to the area of expected resonance fields. To avoid a loss of
transitions do not use zero Start Field.
In the Step by Step mode the minimal step on magnetic field is always used. However, variable
steps are usually used for the acceleration of angular dependence calculation: the steps increase if
magnetic field is very far of any resonance value. If there are no crossing of energy levels
between two neighbor values or current and final value of sweeping field, cubic interpolation of
energy levels is used for determination of resonance magnetic fields.
If the check box Draw dots for magnetic field values is selected, the fields, at which spinHamiltonian is diagonalized, are indicated on the screen.
Temperature, K. Two input values are used: T – for calculation of energy level populations, and
T0 – for the normalization of relative intensities of calculated transitions. The check box for the
first one is usually unchecked in order to accelerate calculation of spectra and their angular
dependencies. However, if relative intensities of different lines of EPR spectrum depend on
temperature you can check the box, input desirable value for T and simulate EPR spectrum. If
zero field splitting is comparable with kBT, the calculation of energy level populations can help
to determine absolute sign of dominant parameter.
A choice of T0 simply changes common scale for resonance transition intensities.
Spreadsheet for input data file
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6. Spectrum attributes
The page 6 (Fig. B11) contains parameters used for simulation of EPR spectrum after calculation
of resonance magnetic fields.

Fig. B11

Shape of initial line. Every found resonance magnetic field is represented by a line of this
identical shape and Spectrum form with the Common linewidth. All lines contribute to
calculated sum or envelope spectrum.
Resolution of calculated spectrum – at least 2048 points is recommended for spectra with
many lines. Calculation time is slightly increased for higher resolution.
Multiplier for calculated spectrum – since normalized line shapes are used for spectrum
calculation, values of the envelope spectrum intensities are about ±X.XXX. In order to avoid a
loss of accuracy all values are multiplied by common factor. This allows to save the spectrum in
Bruker binary integer format (*.par and *.spc files).
Comment string to a spectrum may contain any information and is different of the project
comment string on the page 1 of the spreadsheet.

Microwave frequency, field range, threshold, temperature
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7. Simulation of angular dependencies for a plane and road map
When Fields.exe starts, a few speed buttons and menu items are accessible
(Fig. B12).

New project
Open project file
Load experimental spectrum
Show list of parameters
Open spreadsheet pages

Fig. B12. Speed buttons of the toolbar before data input.
If a project file (*.gep) is open, all parameters of the spreadsheet are set to its data. If
necessary you can modify them and hit Ok. To view current parameters in a separate
window press the List of Parameters button.
If input data are present, the following speed buttons (and menu items) become
accessible:
Save project file
Go to energy level calculation

Calculate resonance fields for one direction
Calculate resonance fields for one plane
Calculate road map of resonance fields
Calculate full three plane map
Fig. B13. Accessible speed buttons after data input.
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Description of button functions
New project – open a dialog, which offers a choice: to use default data for the new EPR project
or to import input data from a file.
Open project file - open a dialog to locate and load input data from supplied templates (*.gep)
or previously created and saved project.
Load experimental spectrum – open a dialog to locate and load an experimental spectrum. This
allows comparing experimental and calculated spectra.
Show list of parameters – shows separate windows with the list of current parameters.
Save project file – open a dialog to save created/modified list of input parameters in a suitable
destination folder as a *.gep project file.
Go to energy level calculation –open a form for Step by Step calculation (Quick start).
Calculate resonance fields for one direction – calculates a table of resonance fields, line width
and intensities for the first direction defined by two angles Theta1 and Phi1 (page 1 of the
Spreadsheet).
Calculate resonance fields for one plane - calculates a table of resonance fields, line width and
intensities for the plane defined by two angles Theta and Phi (page 1 of the Spreadsheet). For
instance, if Theta1=0, dTheta=5, Theta=90, Phi1=45, dPhi=1, Phy2=45 the angular dependence
for [110] plane (=45o) will be calculated from the start direction =0o with the step =5o to the
final direction =90o.
Calculate road map of resonance fields - calculates a table of resonance fields, line width and
intensities for three perpendicular planes: zx, xy, and yz. The angular step for this road map
dependence is defined by the smallest value of two numbers dTheta and dPhi. The range of
changes of Theta and Phi angles is from 0o to 90o.
Calculate full three plane map - calculates a table of resonance fields, line width and intensities
for three perpendicular planes: zx, xy, and yz. The angular step for this road map dependence is
defined by the smallest value of two numbers dTheta and dPhi. The range of changes of Theta
and Phi angles is from 0o to 180o. Calculation of the full three plane road map is required for low
symmetry centers.
Calculation results are presented in separate windows, which can be resized or re-arranged. Fig
B14 shows typical screenshot after calculation of angular dependencies. It should be noted that
by default the background has black color, but the color can be changed to gray, silver or white
color in Menu/Parameters/Line colors, thickness... dialog. The black background is
convenient for viewing in a lab room with low light. The white background is more suitable for
printing of low resolution reports. High quality pictures can be prepared with the help of
Simulation of angular dependencies for a plane and road map
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FAIW.exe (angular dependencies and their comparison with experimental ones) or
View_spw.exe (calculated and experimental spectra).

Fig. B14. Screenshot of Fields exe after calculation of resonance fields for one plane (left
bottom), road map (right top) and full three plane map (right bottom).
The result tables are automatically saved in output files with name of the project, but different
extension:
.grt

for angular dependencies of resonance magnetic fields in one selected plane by
input angles. The file can be used as an input file for FAIW.exe. The FAIW.exe
program allows viewing and comparing the file content by special graphical
representation of resonance magnetic fields, intensities, line widths of EPR lines
and angles characterized directions of external magnetic field.

.grm

for angular dependencies of resonance magnetic fields in three perpendicular
planes - 90o degrees dependencies for zx, xy and yz planes (road map). Input file
for FAIW.exe.
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gfm

for full angular dependencies of resonance magnetic fields in three perpendicular
planes - 180o degrees dependencies for zx, xy and yz planes. Input file for
FAIW.exe.

If such an output file already exists, you are asked to replace the file content or to save the
calculated tables under other name.
The output file (simple ASCII file) consists of the descriptors and values of all parameters (see
Appendix for details), and the table of calculated resonance fields. A fragment of the table is
presented below:
##MAP DATA= Array with variable number of columns and raws
=============================================
Theta,degr. Phi,degr. Fields,mT Intens. Center ns1 ns2 sLope
----------------------------------------------------------------------------0.00 0.00 357.239 1.94 1
4 3 0.920
0.00 0.00 484.320 1.46 1
4 3 0.920
3.00 0.00 355.473 1.95 1
4 3 0.926
3.00 0.00 489.073 1.48 1
4 3 0.899
6.00 0.00 350.452 1.99 1
4 3 0.944
6.00 0.00 504.159 1.54 1
4 3 0.832

The table begins with the string ##MAP DATA, delimiter string and string with column titles.
Every resonance field is characterized by the field direction (Theta and Phi angles), value of the
Field in mT, relative intensity proportional to the transition probability (Intens.), number of
equivalent Center, numbers of energy levels for the transition (ns1 and ns2), and slope of
difference of energy levels (sLope). The last value is used for an estimation of line width – the
smaller slope, the large area of magnetic fields with nearly resonance conditions, and the broader
can be observed resonance line [63].
If one of four tables described above was calculated and experimental spectrum was
loaded, the button and menu item for spectrum simulation become accessible. When
the button is hit, the spectrum graph appears in a separate window. If experimental
spectrum was load, the window has two spectra with different colors (Fig. B15):
calculated spectrum (magenta line) and experimental one (green dots).
The calculated spectrum can be save using Menu/File/Save calculated spectrum… dialog.
Two other buttons become accessible after spectrum calculation:
Zoom (spectrum only) – allows viewing details of the spectra in a separate window.
Show/hide experimental spectrum.
Simulation of angular dependencies for a plane and road map
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Fig. B15. Screenshot of Fields.exe after spectrum calculation.

If tables of angular dependencies of resonance fields for one plane, road map or full three plane
map were calculated and the window with the spectrum is active, you can easily calculate the
spectrum for the next or previous direction by pressing Up () or Down () buttons on the
keyboard.
There are also several additional service buttons on the main toolbar:
Show/hide grid on the graphic in active window.
Copy content of active window to clipboard.
Print content of active window.

Spreadsheet for input data file
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Section C: Adjustment of angular dependencies of resonance fields
One of the difficulties of deciphering of EPR spectra for real crystals is that the spectra consist of
dozen or even hundred lines due to the presence of several different paramagnetic defects,
magnetic non-equivalent centers, isotopes etc. Moreover, no line has a label for its direct
identification. This part of Fields.exe program allows you quickly test different hypotheses,
change defect characteristics and understand main features of observed spectra. It has interactive
tools for comparison of simulated and experimental angular dependencies, and for the estimation
of spectroscopic characteristics of observed paramagnetic defects.

1. Files with experimental angular dependencies
It is supposed that you have prepared one or two files with experimental angular dependencies
using View_spw.exe program. The files may have one, two or three plane angular dependencies.
In general case, they can be measured at different microwave frequencies (for instance, in X- and
Q-bands). Typical file (ASCII format) consists of the descriptors and values of all parameters
(see Appendix for details), and the table of positions, intensities and widths of experimental
resonance lines. A fragment of the table is presented below:
##MAP DATA= Array with variable number of columns and rows
=======================================================
Theta Phi Field, mT Intensity Width Cent ns1 ns2 isO Mwo fReq. Shape
----------------------------------------------------------------------------1.00 90.00 18.146 2.353 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 25.576 2.361 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 33.007 2.459 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 40.437 1.668 1.524 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 44.248 63.998 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 48.058 1.153 1.334 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 55.489 2.344 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 62.919 2.260 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
1.00 90.00 70.349 2.299 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.750 G
3.00 90.00 18.146 2.329 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 25.576 2.333 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 33.197 2.447 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 40.628 1.844 1.334 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 44.248 63.460 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 48.058 1.124 1.143 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 55.489 2.299 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 62.919 2.251 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G
3.00 90.00 70.540 2.232 1.905 1 0 0 1 0 9385.754 G

Files with experimental angular dependencies
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The table is very similar to the table of calculated resonance field (just this similarity allows easy
comparison of both experimental and calculated data) It begins with the string ##MAP DATA,
delimiter string and string with column titles. Every resonance field is characterized by the field
direction (Theta and Phi angles), value of the magnetic Field in mT, relative Intensity of the
line (peak to peak height for the absorption derivative signal), line Width (peak to peak distance
in the case of derivative), number of equivalent Center (if it is determined, otherwise it is 1),
numbers of energy levels for the resonance transition, ns1 and ns2 (if they are known, otherwise
they are 0), number of isotope isO (if it is known, otherwise it is 0), microwave field orientation,
Mwo (0 if microwave field B1 is perpendicular to external magnetic field B, 1 if B1||B, and 2 if
both orientations of B1 should be taken into account), microwave frequency, fREq (in MHz),
and line Shape (G means Gaussian, L means Lorentzian,…). Capital letters in the column titles
are used for the column identification.
The first three columns contain required data and must be present in the table. The columns with
line intensities and width are useful for data representation and recognition. The microwave
frequency column allows to treat experimental data measured at slightly or completely different
frequencies. Other columns contain information, which helps to treat the angular dependence and
accelerate fitting procedure; however, it is not always available.
When you input initial project data using the spreadsheet described in the Section B or
open a file with the project data the speed button Run road map simulation becomes
accessible on the toolbar (red arrow on the Fig. C1).

Fig. C1. Main window of Fields.exe program.
After you hit Run road map simulation a new form appears (Fig. C2).
Adjustment of angular dependencies of resonance fields
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2. Tools and panels
The form has the horizontal Toolbar with several speed buttons, Left panel with most important
parameters for the simulation, and Status bar. In general case, it has two Graphic panels; each
of them consists of one Spectrum frame and up to 6 Frames of angular dependence.

Up/Down
buttons

SH parameters

Left
panel

Selector
of spectra
and
planes

Toolbar
Spectrum
frame
Graphic
panel

Frame of
angular
dependence
Status
bar

Fig. C2. The form for simulation of spectra and angular dependencies.
Description of element functions
The left panel has the following elements:







Three pairs of Up and Down buttons, which allow changing a selected spin-Hamiltonian
parameter by mouse on 10% (left pair), 1% (middle pair), and 0.1% (right pair),
correspondingly. The Sign button changes the parameter sign, and Undo button restore
parameter value to the initial one.
Twenty one input strings for spin-Hamiltonian parameters. Only non-zero SH parameters
or parameters with non-zero Sigma (see Spreadsheet, page 2) are shown and accessible.
Input strings for three Euler angles (Alpha, Beta, Gamma, green arrow and brace) and
two misalignment angles (Xi, Eta; they are zero by default, but can be changed if the
check box New is checked),
Selector of panel sizes (red arrow), which allows to change sizes and arrangement of
graphic panels for two spectra and twelve angular dependencies: only first panel is shown
if the selector set to Vertical panels, 1:0, two vertically arranged panels are shown for
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Vertical panels, 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 ratios, only second panel is shown for Vertical panels,
0:1, and finally, two side-by side arranged panels are shown for the choice Horizontal
panels, 1:1. The last choice is the most convenient if you use a monitor with horizontal
resolution 1920 pixels or more.
Selector of spectra and planes (red brace), which allows you to show checked spectra and
planes for the 1st and 2nd graphic panels. Since check boxes Spectrum 1 and zy are
checked (Fig. C2), two frames for the spectrum and angular dependence for zy plane
appears on the Graphic panel 1. Although check boxes for zx, xy and zy planes for the
map 2 are checked, they are invisible since the 2nd panel is invisible - the Selector of
panel sizes is set to Vertical panels, 1:0. Angular dependencies for these planes will be
shown if you change the selector to Vertical panels, 1:1 or Horizontal panels, 1:1.
Input string for angular step for calculated angular dependences (yellow arrow). It has
initial value 10o for fast calculation. If the box New is checked the value can be changed
to desirable one.

If mouse cursor is placed on the Graphic panel, the Status bar shows the value of magnetic
field and effective g-factor corresponding to the x-coordinate of the cursor, as well as the yposition of the cursor.
Every Graphic panel shows the Spectrum frame and/or Frame for angular dependence only
if corresponding check boxes are checked. For instance, if check boxes for zx and –zx are
checked, one frame shows the dependence of EPR spectra on polar angle  changed from 0o to
90o (at =0o), whereas the second plane shows angular dependence from 90o to 180o.
There is no restriction on values of  and  angles in files for experimental angular
dependencies. However, only resonance fields measured for -variation from 0o to 180o at =0o
(zx and –zx planes) or =90o (zy and –zy planes) and for -variation from 0o to 180o at =90o
(xy and –xy planes) will be shown on the corresponding frames.
Initially, all frames are empty. If you load experimental spectrum or two spectra from files, their
graphics appear in corresponding frames (green line on the Fig. C2). If you load experimental
angular dependencies from *.grt, *.gem files, the symbols reflecting resonance line position and
intensities appear in corresponding frames (green symbols on the Fig. C2). The scale for y-axis is
from -1 to 1 for derivative signal on the spectrum frame, and 90o for any frame of angular
dependence. In general case, the scale for x-axis is different for two panels, but it is common for
all frames of one panel.
The EPR spectra and angular dependencies are calculated only for visible frames: magenta line
on the Spectrum frame and blue curves on the Frame of angular dependence (Fig. C2).
Calculated graphics are plotted over experimental data and have the same scales for convenient
comparison.
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The Toolbar has the following dialog and speed buttons.
Load 1st angular dependence
Load 2nd angular dependence

Zoom along x-axis
Zoom out

Load 1st experimental spectrum

Change style of
used symbols

Load 2nd experimental spectrum
Show width
of lines

Run calculation
Center number selector

xz mirror plane On/Off
xy mirror plane On/Off
zy mirror plane On/Off
Hyperfine interaction On/Off
Dialog for simulation scales

Thick lines of
the 1st center
Grid On/Off
Spectrum Simulation Attributes
Manual fitting of g*g tensor

Fig. C3. Dialog and speed buttons of the simulation form toolbar.

Description of button functions
Load 1st and 2nd angular dependence – open a dialog to locate and load files with experimental
angular dependence (*grt, *.gem, *.grm). This allows comparing experimental and calculated
dependencies.
Load 1st and 2nd experimental spectrum – open a dialog to locate and load files with
experimental spectra. This allows comparing experimental and calculated spectra. The files
should have one of Bruker binary formats (*.par , *.spc or *.dsc, *.dta), or two column ASCII
format (*.dat). View_spc.exe program allows converting other formats to the indicated above.
Run calculation – starts calculation of EPR spectrum and/or angular dependence.
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Center number selector – can be used to calculate EPR spectrum or angular dependence for the
first, second or third magnetically non-equivalent center or for all centers in crystals with space
group symmetry, which allows several electrically identical, but magnetically non-equivalent
centers.
xz mirror plane On/Off, xy mirror plane On/Off, zy mirror plane On/Off – can be used if a
crystal has space group symmetry which allows several electrically identical, but magnetically
non-equivalent centers related one to other by reflection in xz, xy or zy mirror plane. Since
magnetic resonance is invariant to space inversion (reflection in three planes), only two of three
planes are allowed to be selected.
Hyperfine interaction On/Off (On/OFF HFI) – can be used in order to calculate real spectrum
originated from all isotopes including isotopes with hyperfine interactions. The characteristics of
hyperfine interaction for reference isotope must be defined in the input file as a perturbation.
Zoom along x-axis – starts a selection of the area, which you want to zoom. Move mouse to
Graphic panel and press down left button; this selects the origin of the area. Move mouse to any
point in the Graphic panel – a rectangle corresponding to selected area appears on the panel.
Release the left button at desirable point – new scales for magnetic field (x-axis) corresponding
to the selected area are calculated and new graphic is build.
Zoom out – restore previous scale along x-axis.
Change style of used symbols– cyclically switches symbol styles to improve visibility of
experimental resonance fields on the Graphic panels. To find the appropriate symbol style you
can use also the Dialog for simulation scales.
Show width of lines – switches On/Off a two-side bar at every symbol. The bar size is
proportional to the width of lines in measured spectra.
Thick lines of the 1st center –changes thickness of all lines of the 1st center.
Grid On/Off – can be used for estimations of resonance fields and angles. When it is On the
10×9 grid appears on the picture on Graphic panel.
The buttons Dialog for simulation scales, Spectrum Simulation Attributes (SSA), and
Manual fitting of g*g tensor (g*g) open corresponding dialogs. The dialogs allow you to
control contents of the Graphic panels. The nonstandard sizes and positions of rectangles for the
last two dialogs were chosen in such a way that they cover minimal area of the Graphic panels.
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Fig. C4. Dialog for simulation scales.

The Dialog for simulation scales has two panels for setting scales of two independent Graphic
panels, and several features on the right part, which are common for calculation and data
presentation.
Every Graphic panel can have:


Own kind of x-and y-axes. There are three possibilities:
o Linear scales for both axes: x – magnetic field, y – angles  or ,
o Linear scale for x-axis – magnetic field; nonlinear y-axis: cos(2) or cos(2),
o Nonlinear scales for both axes: x – effective g2-factor, y - cos(2) or cos(2).
Minimal and maximal values for y-axis are always fixed. The values for linear x-axis can
be changed if you check the check box New for Fields.
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Input strings for gg-factor appear only if nonlinear scale for x-axis is selected. Initial
minimal and maximal values are calculated using maximal and minimal values for
magnetic field. However, they can be changed after you check the check box New for ggfactor.




Own scale for intensities of measured EPR lines. They are represented by special
symbols on the Graphic panel. The symbol sizes can be proportional to peak-to-peak line
intensities, I or to integral intensities, which are calculated as product of intensity I by
square of linewidth W, i.e. I·W2. Absolute values of intensities are taken into account if
the check box Abs(Intensities) is checked.
Own microwave frequency. It can coincide with one of frequencies from files loaded for
project (*.gep), experimental angular dependence (*.gem) or experimental spectrum
(*.par, *.spc or *.dsc, *.dta).

Since project file has one microwave frequency, one minimal field and one maximal field only,
these characteristics are used for the 1st Graphic panel. Microwave frequency, minimal and
maximal fields for the 2nd Graphic panel has default values, but can be changed manually when
corresponding check boxes New for Fields or MW frequency are checked.
Common features includes







Symbols for experimental data. You can choose their
o Set (Default, Pixel, 3pixels, Styled),
o Shape (Default, Circle, Diamond, Square, Triangle Down, Triangle Up, Cross),
o Size (1,…9),
o Style Open, Solid, Thick open),
o Colors, separately for lines with positive (I>0) and negative (I<0) peak-to-peak
intensities. Small lines with I<0 are often observed on the left wing of intensive
broad EPR lines.
Initial Step on magnetic field. To find resonance magnetic field the Fields.exe program
imitates a sweep on magnetic field; however, it use increased steps for areas, which are
far away from resonance. High value of the step accelerates calculation; however, very
high value can cause a loss of resonance lines.
Automatic Change Beta angle (Fig. C2) for first center only or for all magnetically nonequivalent centers.
Automatic Change Gamma angle (Fig. C2) for first center only or for all magnetically
non-equivalent centers.
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Fig. C5. Spectrum Simulation Attributes (SSA) dialog:

In the Spectrum Simulation Attributes (SSA) dialog you can define:





angles Theta and Phi required for the simulation of the first and
second spectrum,
common width of initial line,
common line shape, line form and required resolution,
thickness, color and gain for a representation of calculated and
experimental lines.

The Preview button allows you to see calculation results without exit
of the dialog (this is the reason of the nonstandard form and position of
the dialog).
The Ok button also start the calculation, however closes the dialog.
There are three steps of the spectrum simulation. At the first step,
resonance fields, transition probabilities and energy level slopes are
calculated. Accelerated sweep on magnetic field and cubic
interpolation are used for the fast search of resonance fields. At the
second step, perturbation theory is used in order to find positions of
satellite hyperfine lines and their relative intensities taking into account
natural abundance of isotopes. Finally, every resonance field is
represented as Gaussian or Lorentzian and envelope spectrum is
calculated.
The possibility to simulate two spectra simultaneously is very
convenient for spectrum comparison for two different microwave
frequencies at the same orientation of external magnetic fields (for
instance, for X- and Q-bands, 9400 MHz and 35400 MHz) or at
the same frequency for two different angles (for instance, for Theta=0o
and Theta=90o, as presented on Fig. C5.

Tools and panels
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Fig. C6. Left part of the Manual fitting of g*g tensor (g*g) dialog.

The dialog for Manual fitting of g*g tensor (g*g) allows you to find six component of g-tensor
or g2-tensor by comparison with experiment. You can choose your preference by checking the
box g/gg (green arrow on Fig. C6) and quickly change active component using Up/Down tools
(yellow arrow).You can also shift both experimental and calculated angular dependencies on
some common value (red arrow).These tools, together with the possibility to plot positions of
resonance lines as functions of cos2 and/or cos2 , allow interactively fit experimental data even
for rather complicated angular patterns with many equivalent centers.
On the right part of the g*g dialog you find the principal values of diagonalized g- and g*gtensors (second and third columns) and directions of their principal axes – polar and azimuthal
angles (fourth and fifth columns), as well as corresponding Euler angles (Fig. C7).

Fig. C7. Right part of the Manual fitting of g*g tensor (g*g) dialog.

3. Examples
Fig. C8, C9 show an example of such fitting for axial centers of Yb3+ in stoichiometric LiNbO3.
It is rather difficult to decipher original angular dependencies of Yb3+, since fast changes of
positions of overlapped lines for several different centers with isotopes produce very complicated
pattern (Fig. C8). Re-plotting the three plane road map with effective g2-factor along x-axis and
cos2 and cos2 along y-axis transforms the curves in straight lines, which are easy to follow.
Common g2-shift allows additionally simplify the picture: angular dependence for Yb isotopes
with nuclear spin I=0 turns in the vertical line on Fig. C9. Such a transformation is especially
efficient for low-symmetry centers with anisotropic six-component g2-tensor.
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Fig. C8. Three plane road map of calculated (blue lines) and experimental (red symbols) angular
dependencies of Yb3+ in stoichiometric LiNbO3.

Fig. C9. The same angular dependencies plotted as effective g2-factor vs cos2 and cos2.

Tools and panels
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Section D: Menu
All important actions in the Fields.exe can be made with the help of speed buttons. Most of them
(opening dialogs, starting calculation, rearranging windows) you can make also using traditional
menu.
Items in the Menu/File allow
opening corresponding dialogs.
New project – load default data
and allows editing them.
Open project – load data from
existing project. It can be *.gep
file saved after editing of a
template or default data, *.gfd
file of previous version of
Visual EPR, or data from the
top of files with calculated
angular
dependences.
The
names of files for saving
calculated results are derived
from the project file name.
Load experimental spectrum – at present three spectrum formats are supported: Bruker pair
files (*.par, *.spc and *.dsc, *.dta) and two column ASCII file with the first column as magnetic
field and the second column as signal intensity (*.dat). Other format can be converted into above
ones with the help of View_spw.exe.
Close – closes all windows opened during the project execution, but it does not exit the
Fields.exe program allowing to start new project. You can also simply open new project file and
start calculation without closing previous project.
Save project – saves edited project data in the file with the same name.
Save project as – saves edited project data in the file with another name.
Save calculated spectrum – saves the last calculated spectrum in the file with one of supported
formats.
There is no necessity to save the angular dependencies if they were calculated by click on one of
the speed buttons
or corresponding menu items, since before the calculation you are
always asked about the name of the file for saving the data. The results of often time consuming
Menu items
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calculation are never lost. However, angular dependencies calculated in the Step-by step form or
Simulation of spectra and angular dependence form are kept in temporary memory only and
must be re-calculated by clicking
if their saving is required for future treatment or
presentation (for instance, for comparison with experimental data using FAIW.exe).
Print and Printer setup – call standard dialogs of MS Windows.
Exit – closes all windows and exit program. It is supposed that you have saved the project and
spectra, which you need.

The items of the first group in the
Menu/Parameters open corresponding pages
of the Spreadsheet (seethe Part B).
Show list of parameters – open the window
and show the list of current parameters used
for simulation. You should use it after you
input from a file or edited the parameters.
Symbols and Line colors, thickness – open
the dialogs, which allow you to choose some
attributes of screen and data presentation
(Figs. C8 and C9).

Fig. C8

Menu
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Fig. C9

Energy levels – open the Step-by step form.
Spectra for two frequencies – open the
Simulation of spectra and angular
dependence form with two spectral frames.
Two-frame road maps – open the Simulation
of spectra and angular dependence form
with two frames for road maps.
These items are equivalent to the speed buttons

Spectrum for calculated fields – presents
calculated envelope spectrum in a new
window.
S(width) – presents five calculated spectra with different line width in a new window for
comparison with experimental spectrum (if the last is loaded).

Menu items
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Resonance fields – shows last calculated
fields in a separate window.
Last calculated spectrum - shows last
calculated spectrum in a separate window.
Zoom spectrum – allows to select by mouse the area of the spectrum window, which you like to
see in details. The operation does not applicable to other windows.

These items are standard items of MS
Windows.

Menu
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